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•

This learning package has been developed
to explore and celebrate the world-renowned
Canadian jazz pianist and composer – Oscar
Peterson. A native of Montreal, he became
an internationally known artist while still
in his twenties and his career spanned six
decades. He is recognized today as one
of the world’s greatest jazz pianists. He was
also an acclaimed composer; his Hymn to
Freedom is perhaps one of his best known
compositions.

•

Oscar Peterson (or O.P. as he was known to his
friends) wasa master musician, both as a soloist
and as a member of jazz trios and quartets. He
was also, throughout his life,much involved
in advocating for civil rights. He performed
tirelessly, both in Canada and world wide, and
was an exemplary ambassador for Canada
throughout the world.
Recognizing the rich contribution of this
Canadian icon to the world of music and
the fabric of Canada, the core units in this
learning package will focus on:
•
•
•

Prelude: Biography and Introduction
to Jazz
Oscar Peterson - Maestro of the
Keyboard
Oscar Peterson – ‘O.P.’ and His
Musical Friends

Oscar Peterson – Adversity and
Triumph, “Hymn to Freedom”
Finale: Celebrating the Legacy of
Oscar Peterson

Each of the units contains:
•
•
•
•

an introduction that sets the historical
and curriculum context
suggested learning activities
links to online resources (audio, visual
and text)
ideas for extending the learning
activities beyond the classroom walls
and into the community.

The introductory unit highlights a new
biography written by Oscar’s daughter Céline
Peterson, along with abbreviated versions,
and suggestions for introducing students to
the world of jazz. The final unit is designed
to provide suggestions for celebrating what
has been learned about this Canadian icon both in the classroom and in the wider school
community.

A Word about Curriculum Connections
Curriculum in schools today, whatever the
subject and level, is shaped by what students
should know, be able to do and value when
they finish Grade 12. These expectations
centre around:
•
•
•
•
•
•

citizenship (including environmental,
community and social issues)
personal and career development
critical thinking
technological fluency
communication
creativity / innovation

Because all curriculummust assist students in
achieving these general expectations, they can
provide a helpful reference when considering
links with the curriculum, whatever the subject
and grade level.
With all this in mind, it is hoped that teachers
of Music, Social Studies (including Canadian
Studies) and Language Arts will find in these
units a rich resource for planning relevant
learning activities for their students.

NOTE: The suggested
learning activities in this
package are designed
for intermediate, junior
and senior high levels.
Icons are used to indicate
suggested levels but
teachers are encouraged
to browse and select those
activities that will be
most engaging for their
students, shaping and
modifying them to meet
their needs and interests.
Senior
Elementary
Junior High
Senior High
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Prelude – Oscar Peterson
Biography and Introduction to Jazz
This section of the learning package provides
an introduction to Oscar Peterson and to jazz.
It highlights a new biography of Oscar, written
by his daughter Céline Peterson, that will
be a key reference throughout the learning
package. Also included are suggestions for
an introduction to jazz that could be used
when students do not have prior knowledge
of the genre.

Resources
•
•
•

Canadian Jazz Archive Online
Learning Activities
www.canadianjazzarchive.org
Georgia on My Mind
(Oscar Peterson, piano)
https://youtu.be/6tY_RE7tWzM
Place St. Henri from Canadiana Suite
(Oscar Peterson Trio, 1983)
https://youtu.be/Dlvu1AXsd70

Biography
Grade levels: 4-12
Key Topics: Oscar
Peterson’s life and music,
introduction to jazz
Prior Knowledge: basic
understanding of musical
elements.

The full biography and two shorter versions are
included in the Appendix. For convenience,
links to these biographies will be provided in
each unit.

NOTE: The biography found
on Canadian Jazz Archive
Online contains errors. The
biography included in this
learning package should
always be used.

Learning Activities
Introduce this unit by asking students to name
some Canadian ‘superstars’. Challenge them
to identify those in fields other than sports.
Explain that Oscar Peterson was a very real
‘superstar’, a jazz piano virtuoso. Ask whether
students know what a virtuoso is. Can they
name any virtuosos?
Ask students whether they know the names
of other famous Canadian jazz musicians.
Challenge them to search online to find three
and share the names with the full group. How
many students found the name of Oscar
Peterson during their search?
Displaying the photograph provided with
the biography, explain that students will be
learning about the world-famous Canadian
jazz pianist Oscar Peterson and will have
opportunities
for
listening,
watching
performances and making music as they do
so.
Divide the biography into 4-6 sections. Have
students individually read a given section
of the biography, and respond to specific
questions that they have been given such as:
•
•
•

What did you notice especially in your
assigned reading?
What surprised you the most?
What particular detail was the most
memorable/significant for you?

As a class, compile a list of the most significant
things about Oscar Peterson. Then display
the video clip of Georgia on My Mind that
shows wonderful photographs of Oscar while
students listen to the music.

Refer to what has been learned about
Peterson’s early life in Montreal. Ask how many
students have been to Montreal. How would
they describe it today? Speculate about what
Montreal might have been like in the 1940s
and 1950s. Do a quick online search to find
details. How might life in Montreal at that time
have shaped Oscar Peterson as a person? as
a musician?
Listen to Place St. Henri from Peterson’s
Canadiana Suite. This movement was written
to reflect the area in Montreal where Oscar
grew up. Ask students to identify possible
characteristics of the area that are suggested
by the music.

NOTE: The following activities
are adapted from the Canadian
Jazz Archive Online (Listening
and Responding Activities).

Ask students what they think jazz is. Brainstorm
a list of words/characteristics that they
associate with jazz. What do they think being a
jazz musician involves? Record their thoughts
and refer to them again after they have
completed activities in this learning package,
noting what they would now change/add to
their original thoughts.
Play examples of various jazz genres (e.g.,
blues, boogie woogie, cool jazz). Talk about
the main characteristics of each and identify
what they have in common.
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Have a brief class discussion about what
students think improvisation means. What
adjectives would they use to describe it?
Oscar Peterson said that improvisation was
“instant composition”. Play a piece of jazz
that highlights improvisation (There are
many excellent examples on the Canadian
Jazz Archive Online.) Add to their original
thoughts. Is it a free-for-all? Or are there
‘rules’ to improvisation?
Have students sit in a circle and create a
collective impromptu short story or rap. As
musicians would have a key, so the students
are given a topic for the story; as a musical
piece would have internal structure, so should
the story have a beginning, middle and end;
as musicians combine and communicate so
that the performance has cohesion, so should
the story flow as if it has one voice.
Play the example of jazz that features
improvisation again. Discover whether the
students now have a different perspective
on improvisation after having had the
experience of trying to create a cohesive
story as a group.

Involving the Community
Invite jazz musicians in the community to visit
the class to perform, answer questions and talk
about how they got involved in playing jazz, why
they love it, what it means to them.
During Black History month, invite someone
from the local black community who grew
up in Canada or the United States to visit
the classroom to talk about black history in
North America. It would be ideal if there were
someone who could do a presentation about
the black porters on the Canadian railroad.

Oscar Peterson –
Maestro of the Keyboard
Renowned today as one of the world’s greatest
jazz pianists of all time, Oscar Peterson was
referred to by jazz great Duke Ellington as
“the maharajah of the keyboard”. His technical
mastery, tone, sense of rhythm and ability to
improvise were superb. Whether playing solo
or in a jazz trio or quartet, his virtuosity was
exceptional. This unit will explore aspects of
the singular talent of this Canadian jazz pianist.

Grade levels: 4-12
Key Topics: Piano as solo
and ensemble instrument,
early training, technique,
improvisation, virtuosity,
melody and rhythm

Resources
•• Biography
•• Oscar Peterson
CBC Flashback Interview
https://youtu.be/JlwocnS5dQ8
•• Georgia on My Mind (with b&w
photos of Oscar Peterson) (Note:
example of right hand solo melody
and left hand rhythm)
https://youtu.be/6tY_RE7tWzM
•• Those 7 Times Oscar Peterson Went
Next Level Genius
https://youtu.be/Gxs4KWxcw1w
•• C Jam Blues (Oscar Peterson Trio Live
in Denmark, 1964, with Ray Brown,
bass and Ed Thigpen, drums)
https://youtu.be/NTJhHn-TuDY
•• Boogie Blues Etude from BBC Live at
Ronnie Scott’s (with Barney Kessel and
Niels Henning Orsted Pedersen, bass)
https://youtu.be/xdd5pn1xs7M
•• Bye Bye Blackbird from My Favourite
Instrument album (Oscar Peterson)
•• Oscar Peterson The Piano Lesson
(interview with Dick Cavett)
https://youtu.be/ec-FrnaU0rs
•• Tea for Two Comparison (Peterson,
Costa, Tatum)
https://youtu.be/A8AWBpWNPQQ
•• Night Train (Oscar Peterson, piano)
https://youtu.be/0yQyjcpnx3g
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Learning Activities
As an introduction to this unit, consider the
popularity of the keyboard as a musical
instrument. Ask how many in the class play
the keyboard. What types of music is it used
for?
Have students discover all the facts that they
can about the grand piano (number of keys
and strings, when invented, weight, materials
used, how much a Bösendorfer grand piano
costs, etc.). Share with them that Oscar owned
a Bösendorfer Imperial grand piano, which has
an extra octave at the bass end of the keyboard.
Challenge them to name great piano players of
the past or present day.
Choose one of the video clips from Those 7
Times Oscar Went Next Level Genius or the
Boogie Blues Etude. Have students watch
and listen and share what stood out for them
about his playing and what they noticed
about his hands.
Review with students the information about
Oscar’s early musical training in paragraph
1 of the Biography. Then watch the CBC
Flashback interview with Oscar Peterson.
Talk together about what it tells us about
his childhood and early musical training, his
father’s influence, music lessons, classical
music training.
In his biography Oscar Peterson: The Will to
Swing, Gene Lees quotes Oscar.
“Pianists must be taught….the
classically trained musician has been
trained to take in new aspects, new
material. You’re equipped with the
technical tools you’ll need. It is not

a matter of blatant change from
classical music to jazz; it’s a matter of
modification…When I am working,
it’s a challenge, not a chore. But I’m
not afraid of the instrument. I love it.”
(p.146).
Lees goes on to say that “Oscar played
classical music when he practiced and he
said,
‘I play Chopin because he gives you
the reach. Scarlatti gives you the close
fingering. Ravel and Debussy help
you on those pretty, lush harmonies.
Bach gives you the counterpoint.
The wonderful thing about music is
that you can always further yourself.’”
[excerpt from Oscar Peterson: The Will
to Swing, p. 95].
Discuss these quotes. Consider questions such
as: Why might anyone be afraid of the piano?
Are there other artistic fields where early
technical training are key to success (e.g. ballet)?
If there are students in the class who take piano
lessons, ask them to demonstrate such things
as scales, arpeggios, etc. as examples of piano
technique exercises.
Have students watch and listen to one or two
of the following:
•• C Jam Blues
•• Boogie Blues Etude
•• Those 7 Times Oscar Peterson Went
Next Level Genius
Discuss what stood out for them about Oscar’s
piano playing (e.g., technique, rhythm, tone,
etc.) Be sure to involve students who study
the piano in the discussion.

Have students watch and listen to the video
clip of Georgia on My Mind, noting the black
and white photos of Oscar. This is an example
of a slower, more lyrical jazz tune. Challenge
students to listen and identify various aspects
such as: right hand solo melody, left hand
rhythm, improvisation, percussive articulation.
Using body percussion and/or classroom
instruments and movement, have students
create a simple rhythmic pattern and perform
it while watching Night Train or C Jam Blues
or another of the recordings listed above.
Talk about the importance of steady rhythmic
patterns in jazz. Which of Oscar Peterson’s
hands plays the steady rhythmic pattern?
With students, watch the interview with talk
show host Dick Cavett ‘The Piano Lesson’.
Explain that this interview was done when
Oscar was a world famous jazz musician.
Cavett talks with him about various musical
terms (e.g., double octave melody, twofinger percussiveness, stride piano, relaxed
block chords) and Oscar explains and
demonstrates at the keyboard. This is an
excellent opportunity for students to watch
his hands at the keyboard. What do they
notice about them? How were his hands
especially suited to the piano?

Oscar Peterson and Art Tatum have often been
referred to as the two greatest jazz pianists.
Read again from Paragraph 2 in the Biography
re Oscar’s introduction to Art Tatum by his
father. Have students listen to the recordings
of Tea for Two (see Tea for Two Comparison)
by Oscar Peterson (0:00-3:01) and Art Tatum
(9:40-12:19) and compare the two renditions,
using appropriate musical terminology.
Have students choose one of the performances
from the Resources list above and write a review
of it as if they were a music critic. (adapted from
Canadian Jazz Archive Online)
If there are students who enjoy writing, invite
them to write a short story (or screenplay)
for which one of Oscar’s recordings would
be the score. (adapted from Canadian Jazz
Archive Online)

In total, Oscar Peterson recorded more than
200 albums! He said that he thought that
My Favourite Instrument was his best one.
Recorded in Germany in 1968, it was a solo
album. After listening to one or two tracks
from the album (they can be downloaded
from Apple.com for approximately $1.00 per
track), discuss why O.P. might have thought
that this was his best album.
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Oscar Peterson
and His Musical Friends
For many years, the Oscar Peterson Trio was
recognized as the finest jazz trio in the world.
The early trio with Ray Brown (bass) and Herb
Ellis (guitar) played to rave reviews around
the world. Over the years, the personnel
changed but always there was a musical and
real-life friendship among the musicians.
This unit will provide opportunities to learn
about Oscar and his musical ‘friends’ and the
exceptional music that they made together.
Music students will also be encouraged to
participate in their own trios and quartets.

Resources
•
•
•
•
•

Grade levels: 4-12
Key Topics:
The musical trio,
ensemble, improvisation,
small group musicianship

•

•

Biography
Wave (O.P., Joe Pass, Niels Henning
Orsted Pedersen, Italy 1985)
https://youtu.be/tlnJCEBadHs
Django (OP, Ray Brown, Ed Thigpen,
Copenhagen 1965)
https://youtu.be/lb84P6gbEYI
C Jam Blues (Live in Denmark 1964,
O.P., Ray Brown, Ed Thigpen)
https://youtu.be/U2fDOAyoscw
Just Friends (Oliver Jones and Oscar
Peterson, 2004)
https://youtu.be/tvS4Mm_bVEY
You Look Good to Me (O.P., Ray
Brown and Niels Henning Orsted
Pedersen Montreux, 1977)
https://youtu.be/aF1wngoCX9A
Requiem from A Night in Vienna (tribute
to Ray Brown and Norman Granz)
https://youtu.be/tlnJCEBadHs

Learning Activities
Have students form groups of three for
an introductory activity. Have each group
choose a song or piece with which they are
very familiar and briefly practice singing
or playing it in their groups of three (5-15
minutes). Follow this with a class discussion

during which students share what the main
challenges were. Also talk about what is
special about making music with friends.
Think together about whether making music
together builds special friendships.
Throughout his long career, Oscar Peterson
formed many musical friendships, some of
which lasted for more than 40 years. Have
students read again the Biography and identify
as many of those musical friends as they can find.
Alternately (or in addition), challenge them to
research online the names of other famous jazz
musicians who were among Oscar’s musical
friends. If time, find recordings featuring these
musicians playing together.
‘O.P.’ (as his friends called him) and the
musicians who played and toured with him
worked together, travelled together, joked
and argued together. Invite students to watch
C Jam Blues or Django and look for evidence
of the very special musical friendship between
‘O.P.’ and Ray Brown.
Talk with students about what abilities (both
musical and interpersonal) are required to
be a musician in a trio. Refer back to their
own experiences making music in groups of
3. Invite students to watch the video clip of
You Look Good to Me performed by Oscar
Peterson, Ray Brown (bass) and Niels Henning
Orsted Pedersen (bass) recorded at the 1977
Montreux Jazz Festival or the clip of Wave
(Oscar, Joe Pass and Niels Henning Orsted
Pedersen). Talk together about the dimensions
of communication between the musical friends
as they are playing. How do they influence one
another throughout the performance? Are
there other aspects of the performance that
should be noted?

Ask if there are students who have played
piano duets or duo piano. What can they
share about the experience? Oliver Jones,
another jazz pianist from Montreal (who
studied piano with Oscar’s sister Daisy), was
also one of Oscar’s musical friends. Invite
students to watch the video clip Just Friends
and talk about the interplay between Oscar
and Oliver during the performance.
Two of O.P.’s greatest musical friends
were Ray Brown, bass and Norman Granz,
impresario and producer of many of his
albums (see paragraph 3 in the Biography).
Listen together to Requiem (from the A Night
in Vienna concert), a song that he wrote for
them in the months after they had passed
away. What makes it a wonderful tribute to
these musical friendships?
Suggest to students that jazz is a musical
form of democracy. What might this mean?
Watch and listen to two or three of the
other performances listed above and share
observations about what is ‘democratic’
about them. (adapted from Canadian Jazz
Archive Online)

Involving the Community
Hold a concert in the community (shopping
mall, community centre, town hall, etc.) that
is billed as a tribute to ‘O.P’. The concert
could include trios and quartets, piano solos,
jazz ensemble, etc. and conclude with a full
group performance of “Hymn to Freedom”.
(See Coalition website for musical scores.)
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Oscar Peterson – Adversity and
Triumph, “Hymn to Freedom”
Throughout his life, Oscar Peterson knew
adversity. Often this was due to racism. As a
boy in Montreal’s St. Antoine district and as
a renowned touring musician, Oscar and his
musical friends knew racism intimately, whether
it be overt racism or more subtle, but equally
insidious, racist attitudes and actions. Focusing
on Oscar’s inspiring “Hymn to Freedom”, this
unit will examine the role of music in inspiring
people to overcome adversity.

Resources
•
•
•

•

Grade levels: 4-12
Key Topics: Adversity,
racism, music and social
change, Hymn to Freedom,
Prior Knowledge for
Senior High Activities:
Understanding of
improvisation, texture,
notation

•
•

Biography
You Look Good to Me (Oscar
Peterson Quartet, Montreux, 1977)
https://youtu.be/aF1wngoCX9A
Hymn to Freedom Live in Denmark,
1964 (with O.P., Ray Brown and Ed
Thigpen)
https://youtu.be/tCrrZ1NnCuM
Hymn to Freedom (Oliver Jones,
Dione Taylor, Montreal Gospel Choir)
https://youtu.be/l-YcO9sR_WA
Hymn to Freedom (Oscar Peterson
and Oliver Jones, 2004)
https://youtu.be/4QELTPwVNzg
Hymn to Freedom (RobiBotos,
Dave Young and Alvin Queen, with
introduction by Kelly Peterson)
https://youtu.be/J7urBrJUXwU

Learning Activities

Suggested Learning Activities
Ask students to refer to Oscar’s biography
(or, at the elementary level, read aloud about
Oscar’s early life in St. Antoine) and identify
the kinds of adversity that he faced as a child.
Talk about what factors led to his triumph over
that adversity. What people were important
for him in that journey?

NOTE: Remember that
these activities are meant as
suggestions only and they
are not intended to be done
in a particular sequence. The
intention is for them to be
adapted or developed by
teachers and their students.
Activities more appropriate for
senior high students only are
designated as such.

Reflect together on the impact racism might
have had; (1) on Oscar Peterson as he was
growing up as an English-speaking black man
in a city where the majority of residents were
white and French-speaking and (2) during his
early career.

To set the context:
•

•

•

•

Have a class discussion about
adversity: What is it? Talk about some
specific examples of people facing
adversity today.
Follow this by asking what students
know about racism in Canada and
North America today – in their own
communities and farther afield.
Using online resources, challenge
students to discover facts about
racism in Canada during the 1940s
and 1950s.
Discuss what impact all this might
have on black citizens in Montreal at
that time.

At the age of 68 Oscar suffered a stroke which
resulted in him losing most of the use of his
left hand. Discuss briefly what this might have
meant for his career and for his own mental
health. Refer to his Biography for details of
the stroke and its aftermath, both personally
and professionally. Reflect together on what it
might have taken to meet this challenge and
triumph over it.
Peter Watrous of the New York Times wrote:
“Oscar Person’s concert at Carnegie
Hall on Tuesday night could have been
laced with sadness. The 69-year-old
pianist is suffering from the side effects
of a recent stroke. He was brought to
the stage in a wheelchair, and for much
of his brief concert his left hand was
only barely functional, occasionally
making time with a few soft notes. But
Mr. Peterson, who plays more with his
right hand that most pianists play with
two, still put on a show…. His sense of
rhythm makes people feel good, and
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his touch, the way he draws sound
from the piano, is gorgeous.” [Excerpt
from Oscar Peterson:The Will to Swing
by Gene Lees]
Together watch a portion of the video clip
from You Look Good to Me. This was recorded
when Oscar was 80 years old. Challenge
students to describe how he was using both
right and left hands.
In his biography of Oscar Peterson, Gene
Lees writes about when Oscar bought a
house in Scarborough (east of Toronto).
“Residents of the area talked of taking up a
petition to prevent the family’s move there.
Oscar did nothing. Years later he said ‘I wasn’t
even worried about it… You know the funny
thing about it, the way it ended? They ended
up using it as a selling point in the area.’ ”
(Oscar Peterson: The Will to Swing, pp. 155-156)
Talk with students about what this says about
the residents of the area at that time AND
about Oscar’s resilience.
Challenge students to research primary
resources online (newspaper articles, posters,
letters, etc.) that provide evidence of racist
attitudes in Canada both in the past and
today.
Oscar Peterson met racist attitudes head on
and was a powerful advocate for civil rights.
Challenge students to find evidence of this
in the Biography. Have students brainstorm/
research other black North Americans
who have made a significant difference in
championing civil rights (e.g., Viola Desmond,
black railway porters, Rosa Parks, Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr., Michelle Obama).

Talk about the power of music to combat
racism. Discuss how songs have been very
influential for civil rights movements in North
America (e.g., “We Shall Overcome”, “We Shall
Not Be Moved”, “Freedom Highway”). Read
the lyrics and/or listen to one of these songs.
Discuss why the song, and many others, were
so powerful. Are there songs today that have
the same power?
Challenge students to identify other songs
that have had a powerful influence in bringing
about social change. Have them research
online performances of one of those songs
that show the power of music to motivate and
inspire people to fight for civil justice. Share
what they have found.

Hymn to Freedom
As an introduction, ask how many students
have heard or sung “Hymn to Freedom”. Have
them share their experiences with the song.
Have students read Harriette Hamilton’s lyrics
silently (see below). What stands out about
their message? Discuss which are the most
powerful words/lines for them. Why is the
simplicity of the lyrics so effective? Why might it
have become the ‘unofficial anthem’ of the civil
rights movement in North America?
Have the students perform “Hymn to Freedom”
in class, incorporating classroom instruments and
voices. (See Coalition Canada website for musical
scores.) Record the performance. Talk about why
the song might have been chosen as the theme
song for Music Monday 2019.

Invite students to listen to/watch two or three
versions of “Hymn to Freedom” on You Tube
•
•
•
•

Oscar Peterson Trio Live in Denmark
Oscar Peterson and Oliver Jones
Oliver Jones, Dione Taylor and
Montreal Gospel Choir
RobiBotos, Dave Young, Alvin Queen

Keeping in mind the students’ musical
knowledge, have students work individually
or in groups of 3-4 to compare two of the
versions. They might compare such aspects
as tempos, orchestration, improvisation,
overall impression.
Have students complete a response form
or write a response where they discuss
the differences (and similarities) among
two or three of the interpretations, using
appropriate musical terminology to discuss
instrumentation, texture, expression, musical
choices, etc.
Have the students hum the melody of “Hymn
to Freedom” as the trio plays during the first
section of the Oscar Peterson Trio Live In
Denmark version. Then challenge them to hum
the melody quietly during improvised sections
of the same version. Are they able to ‘hear’ the
original melody and harmonies throughout?
Note: Students with little knowledge of jazz
might share what they have learned about
improvisation after this activity.

specific characteristics of the song that have
made it so popular for both vocalists and
instrumentalists for more than 50 years?
“Hymn to Freedom”
Lyrics by Harriette Hamilton
When ev’ry heart joins ev-ry heart
And together yearns for liberty
That’s when we’ll be free
When ev’ry hand join ev’ry hand
And together molds our destiny
That’s when we’ll be free.
Any hour, any day, the time soon will come
When men will live in dignity
That’s when we’ll be free.
When ev’ry man joins in our song
And together singing harmony
That’s when we’ll be free.

Involving the Community
Do a performance of “Hymn to Freedom” in a
local shopping mall or community centre or
church. Include in the performance students
reading what this song means to them. The
performance might also include quotes from
Canadians of various ethnic backgrounds
about racism. Students could prepare a photo collage with images that include black
Canadians and other Canadians together
that could be displayed at the performance.

Invite instrumental and vocal students to work
in groups of three or four and create their own
versions of “Hymn to Freedom”, incorporating
improvisation if possible. These might be
shared with the whole class.
Invite students to find other versions of “Hymn
to Freedom” on You Tube. Can they identify
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Finale: Celebrating the Legacy of
Oscar Peterson
This is the culminating unit and is intended
to consolidate what has been learned
throughout the previous units and to
celebrate the legacy of Oscar Peterson as a
Canadian icon and ambassador world-wide.
A number of suggestions are made for final
activities to celebrate the students’ learning.

Photo by Céline Peterson

Resources
•• Biography
•• Those 7 Times Oscar Peterson
Went Next Level Genius
https://youtu.be/Gxs4KWxcw1w
•• Canadiana Suite (Oscar Peterson Trio)
 Ballad to the East
https://youtu.be/HD7w4zn_RPQ
 Laurentide Waltz
https://youtu.be/TnxQqNtcrNo
 Place St. Henri
https://youtu.be/Dlvu1AXsd70
 HogtownBlues
https://youtu.be/UYEqqCtfLzY
 Blues of the Prairies
https://youtu.be/T8uhopxpryU
 Wheatland
https://youtu.be/PBanxSEoOSU
 March Past
https://youtu.be/VecvJjbaM88
 Land of the Misty Giants
https://youtu.be/vtc0yaWsJrc
•• Canadian Jazz Archive Online
(Learning Activities)

Learning Activities
In a full group brainstorming activity, create
a list of Canadians who are international
‘ambassadors for Canada’. Drawing on what
they have already learned, have students
identify reasons why Oscar Peterson should
be included on their list.
Display a world map. Have students, individually
or in small groups, refer to Oscar’s Biography,
their notes from previous units, and other
resources (e.g., internet, library) to find
locations where he performed world-wide.
Mark all those locations on the map. Challenge
students to find video clips or recordings from
as many locations as possible.
Oscar Peterson was a touring musician
for more than 60 years. Have a full group
discussion about the realities of life for the
touring musician.
•
•

What are the many challenges and the
rewards?
What personal characteristics would it
require to sustain a career as a touring
musician?

Some students may well know professional
or semi-professional musicians and can share
what they know.
Oscar Peterson was a true Canadian hero
known world-wide and a powerful voice
for Canada. Challenge students to identify
other modern Canadian musicians who have
an international reputation (e.g., Maureen
Forrester, Céline Dion, Leonard Cohen, Anne
Murray, Neil Young). With students, create a
‘wall of Canadian heroes’ in the music room
or library or lobby.

In the Biography refer to the huge number of
Canadian and international awards that Oscar
Peterson received. In 1991 he received the
Toronto Arts Award for Lifetime Achievement.
When he accepted he said, “I’ve always
wanted to feel wanted at home. I’ve always
wanted to feel respected at home. I’ve always
wanted to feel honoured at home.” (Lees,
Oscar Peterson: The Will to Swing, p. 286)
With students, talk about why Oscar Peterson
might have felt that way.
Oscar Peterson had a deep love for his
Canadian homeland. His Canadiana Suite is
one of his most famous compositions and
celebrates various regions of our country.
Have students listen to one or both of the
following movements from the suite:
•
•

Wheatland
(with scene of prairies visual)
Land of the Misty Giants
(with visuals of coastal mountains
north of Vancouver)

Invite students to write a review of that
movement, using appropriate musical
terminology and suggesting the musical
devices used to reflect either the prairies or
the coastal mountains in BC.
Choose one of the eight movements from
the Canadiana Suite and have students
create artwork as they listen to it, using the
music as their inspiration. When the artwork is
complete, invite students to show their work
to the class, explaining how it reflects what
they imagined from the music.
Display the ‘landing’ page of 7 Times Oscar
Peterson Went Next Level Genius and, with
students, read the comments made by people
who have watched the video clip. Reflect on
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the enormous talent of this Canadian musical
giant.
Have students create an Oscar Peterson
Newsletter. It might include highlights of his
career, photographs, artwork, awards that he
received, etc. Display the newsletter during
Black History Month and/or put it on the
school website.
Have students choose three Oscar Peterson
recordings – one each from early, mid and
late career – and write about how his playing
changed over time and what remained
constant.
Invite students to choose their favourite Oscar
Peterson tune and (as on Canada Reads), play
it for the class, and provide reasons for their
choice.
Have an Oscar Peterson Festival. Plan with
students what to include in the celebration.

NOTE: A number of the
suggestions above are adapted
from activities outlined in the
Canadian Jazz Archive Online.
Teachers are encouraged to
visit the site for further details
of possible activities

Involving the Community
Have a tribute to Oscar Peterson as part of
a concert. Several students could read what
they have written about his legacy and why
they feel that he is a Canadian hero. The jazz
band might play arrangements of one or
two of his tunes, and the concert could finish
with a full group performance of “Hymn to
Freedom”, inviting the audience to join in.
Have a Celebrate Oscar Peterson Day
at school to celebrate the legacy of this
Canadian icon. This could be limited to a
single activity or be much more involved.
Possibilities include:
•
•
•
•
•

displaying student work and
photographs of ‘O.P.’
having small ensembles play in the
lobby or music room
playing his recorded music
having a ‘flash mob’ “Hymn to Freedom”
inviting parents, community members,
local musicians, etc. to the celebration

Students will have suggestions as well. Plan
with together what will be included in the
special event.

Appendix
Oscar Peterson Biography
(Full Version)

NOTE: This Biography and the
shorter ones that follow were
written by Oscar’s daughter,
Céline Peterson.

Photo by Al Gilbert

OSCAR EMMANUEL PETERSON, CC CQ
OOnt., is one of the most prolific jazz pianists
of all time. Born the fourth of five children to
Daniel and Kathleen Peterson on August 15th,
1925 in Montréal’s Little Burgundy, music was
a part of Peterson’s life from the beginning. His
original instrument of choice was the trumpet,
but a childhood bout of tuberculosis - a
disease that took the life of his older brother,
Fred, whom Peterson insists would have been
the star of the family - put an end to his career
as a trumpet player. Under the tutelage of his
older sister, Daisy Peterson Sweeney, Oscar
soon found that the piano was his instrument.
After spending time not only working on his
technique, but training his ear by listening to
his siblings practice and being able to almost
flawlessly repeat their lessons, Peterson would
then move on to study first under Lou Hooper,
and then the acclaimed Hungarian classical
pianist Paul deMarky.
It wasn’t long before the fire and passion we
witness when watching and listening to his
performances would show itself in Peterson’s
lessons with deMarky. Now a teenager,
Peterson began exploring the genres outside
of his classical studies and discovered jazz. He
practiced during breaks at school, gathering
the attention of a large number of students.
One of those students is another Canadian
national treasure, Christopher Plummer, who
also plays piano and would sometimes play
during the lunch hour. During his high school
years, Peterson informed his father that he
wanted to leave school to pursue his dream
of becoming a jazz pianist. His request was
swiftly denied. His father put on the recording
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of Art Tatum performing “Tiger Rag.” He
informed a young Oscar that he would not
allow him to leave school just to become
another jazz piano player. If he wanted to
leave school, he would have to be the best...
and Art Tatum was the bar. Hearing Tatum’s
astounding control of the instrument and
the way with which his speed and technique
showed a near perfect marriage, Peterson
suffered a month of sickness and anxiety
during which he did not touch a piano.
Eventually overcoming what he later
described as a “fear,” Peterson returned
to the piano and become a member of
the Johnny Holmes Orchestra in Montréal.
After a few years with the Orchestra, he also
formed his own trio. It was not long before
he began to garner some notoriety of his
own. The trio’s performances at Montréal’s
Alberta Lounge were often broadcast live on
radio. Little did he know, but one of those
broadcasts was about to change Peterson’s
life forever. In 1949, world-renowned jazz
impresario Norman Granz heard one of these
live broadcasts while in a taxi on his way to
the airport. After learning from the cabbie
that this was a live performance downtown,
he asked to be driven there to hear the
young pianist in person. At their meeting,
Granz extended an invitation to Peterson to
travel to New York and be a surprise guest at
one of the famed Jazz at the Philharmonic
concerts at Carnegie Hall. Peterson accepted,
and soon found himself on the Carnegie Hall
stage making his US debut in a duo setting
with bassist Ray Brown, marking the start of
a musical partnership and friendship that
would last more than five decades.
In 1950, Peterson joined JATP as a fulltime member, which saw him touring the
world with the likes of Ray Brown, Benny

Carter, Buddy Rich, Herb Ellis, Roy Eldridge,
Harry “Sweets” Edison, Clark Terry, Illinois
Jacquet, Barney Kessel, Lester Young, Lionel
Hampton, Dizzy Gillespie, Ella Fitzgerald, and
so many more. That same year, Peterson was
named Jazz Pianist of the Year in DownBeat
Magazine’s Reader’s Poll, an honor repeated
for the next twelve years. Through his time
touring with JATP, Peterson formed his own
trio and released several recordings on
Granz’s various record labels, which include
his timeless interpretations of American
classics in his songbook series, albums
with Ella Fitzgerald, Louis Armstrong, and
Anita O’Day, and countless live recordings
including one of his most recognized, Live at
the Stratford Shakespearean Festival.
While following a touring schedule that kept
him on the road for over 300 days a year,
Peterson worked to devote as much time as
he could to composition. With some of his
most noted works being 1964’s Canadiana
Suite and his three-part suite titled A Salute
to Bach, his compositional work earned him
global recognition. He began to compose
works for various film projects including
1978’s The Silent Partner starring Elliott
Gould and Christopher Plummer, Norman
McLaren’s Begone Dull Care. Fields of Endless
Day, another film with Peterson’s music, is a
1978 production by the National Film Board
of Canada that tells the story of U.S. slaves
using the Underground Railroad to escape
to Canada. Among his other compositional
triumphs is his nine-movement Easter Suite
(recorded for a live BBC-TV special in 1984),
a jazz ballet titled City Lights, and a suite
called Africa, which will have it’s premiere
at Toronto’s Koerner Hall in 2020 with
arrangements by GRAMMY Award-winner
John Clayton. Peterson also composed a suite

for the 1988 Olympics Arts Festival in Calgary,
Alberta, and in 1989 wrote Prelude to Forever
to commemorate the opening of Toronto’s
SkyDome. While many of his compositions
remain unreleased, in 2015 Kelly Peterson
called upon the likes of Monty Alexander,
Lance Anderson, Kenny Barron, RobiBotos,
Bill Charlap, Gerald Clayton, Chick Corea,
Benny Green, Hiromi, Oliver Jones, Justin
Kauflin, Michel Legrand, Ramsey Lewis,
Makoto Ozone, Audrey Morris, Renee Rosnes,
and Dave Young to record Oscar, With Love;
a collection comprised both of Peterson’s
original compositions (many previously
unrecorded) and those written in tribute to
him. This exceptionally personal recording
was captured in the Peterson household
over the course of year, using many of his
own microphones and most important, his
cherished Bösendorfer Imperial piano.
Having garnered international recognition
for his various groups, his time touring with
JATP, his appearances on other recordings
of interest with the likes of Duke Ellington,
Count Basie, Milt Jackson, Billie Holiday, Ben
Webster, Dizzy Gillespie and many more,
Peterson also transitioned into television
in the form of specials. Over the course of
his career, he hosted five talk show series
with guests from varying areas of interest
including Ray Charles, the former Prime
Minister of England, the Right Honourable
Sir Edward Heath, Twiggy, Anthony Burgess,
and of course many of his JATP cohorts.
Peterson also had many memorable guest
appearances on shows such as Parkinson with
Michael Parkinson and the Dick Cavett Show.
Music education, and ensuring that younger
generations of artists always had mentors
and educators, was a significant aspect of
Peterson’s career, and very important to him.

In 1960, with Phil Nimmons and Ray Brown,
Peterson opened the Advanced School of
Contemporary Music (ASCM) in Toronto.
When it became evident that his touring
schedule would not allow for time at the
school, they reluctantly closed it. However,
Peterson ensured that he incorporated master
classes in his schedule while on the road
as often as possible. The time with smaller
groups of young artists was very important
both to him and to those who were able to
attend.
Peterson realized that his success gave
him a voice, and he took very seriously the
responsibility to use his voice for good. From
an early age, he spoke often of his love for
his homeland of Canada, and also of the
responsibility he felt his nation had to set an
example for the rest of the world, especially
during times of civil upheaval. He spoke of
the racism he experienced while traveling in
certain parts of the United States during the
peak of the Civil Rights Movement, but what
he found truly unacceptable was coming
home to Canada - a nation that he felt was held
in very high regard globally - and seeing that
many of the same instances were happening
here. In 1962, Peterson composed Hymn To
Freedom, while in the studio recording one of
his most popular albums, Night Train. Lyricist
Harriette Hamilton penned lyrics to the song
the following year, beautifully embodying the
message of freedom that Peterson wanted his
music to convey. It wasn’t long before Hymn
To Freedom was adopted as an unofficial
anthem of the Civil Rights Movement.
Peterson famously spoke of his inspiration for
the song, which came largely from the work
of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
Peterson’s efforts as a Humanitarian and his
firm belief that every individual be seen as
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equal were widely recognized and in 1984 he
was appointed a Companion to the Order of
Canada - his nation’s highest civilian honour after having previously been made an Officer
of the Order in 1972. Not one to boast about
his own successes, Peterson was humbled by
this honour, and proudly acknowledged it as
he continued to travel the world to perform
for the rest of his life. Among his other
notable recognitions are eight GRAMMY
Awards (including a Lifetime Achievement
Award), the Glenn Gould Prize, the Governor
General’s Performing Arts Award, BBC Radio
Lifetime Achievement Award, Member
to the Order of Ontario, Chevalier of the
Order of Quebec, Ordre des Arts et des
Lettres (France), Canadian Music Hall of
Fame, JUNO Awards Hall of Fame, Canadian
Songwriters Hall of Fame, UNESCO Music
Prize, PraemiumImperiale World Art Award,
and sixteen honourary doctorates. In 2010,
Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II unveiled a
statue of Peterson in Ottawa created by Ruth
Abernethy. The statute has a permanent
home outside of the National Arts Centre on
the corner of Elgin and Albert Streets.
With a five-decade career under his belt
and no signs of slowing down, Peterson
was forced to take a break in 1993 when
he suffered a stroke that severely impacted
the left side of his body. With his left hand
- one of the most recognizable parts of his
playing - compromised, Peterson considered
stepping away from live performance. During
his rehabilitation he focused more on his
other hobbies, which included photography,
fishing, and astronomy. Fearing that he may
never return to his instrument, concerned
friends stepped up to try and will him back
slowly but surely to the piano. Dave Young
brought his bass to the Peterson home on a
weekly basis, trying to encourage his friend

to play. Sometimes they would just talk,
but eventually he did make it downstairs
to the piano. After vigorous practice and
encouragement, Peterson returned to
performance in 1994; first in the recording
studio (1994’s Side by Side with Itzhak
Perlman) and then on stage in Vienna, for a
triumphant return to music.
He continued to compose music and travel
the world with his Quartet until his passing in
2007. His legacy lives on through his music,
and through the generations that have been
inspired by his work and carry his message
forward.

Biography
(Medium Length Version)
OSCAR EMMANUEL PETERSON, CC CQ
OOnt., is one of the most prolific jazz pianists
of all time. Born on August 15th, 1925 in
Montréal’s Little Burgundy, music was a part of
Peterson’s life from the beginning. His original
instrument of choice was the trumpet, but a
childhood bout of tuberculosis - a disease
that took the life of his older brother, Fred,
whom Peterson insists would have been the
star of the family - put an end to his career
as a trumpet player. Under the tutelage of his
older sister, Daisy Peterson Sweeney, Oscar
soon found that the piano was his instrument.
After spending time not only working on his
technique, but training his ear by listening to
his siblings practice and being able to almost
flawlessly repeat their lessons, Peterson
would then move on to study first under Lou
Hooper, and then the acclaimed Hungarian
classical pianist Paul deMarky. It wasn’t long
before the fire and passion we witness when
watching and listening to his performances
would show itself in Peterson’s lessons with
deMarky. Now a teenager, Peterson began
exploring the genres outside of his classical
studies and discovered jazz.
Peterson would leave school and become a
member of the Johnny Holmes Orchestra in
Montréal. After a few years with the Orchestra,
he also formed his own trio. It was not long
before he began to garner some notoriety of
his own. The trio’s performances at Montréal’s
Alberta Lounge were often broadcast live on
radio. Little did he know, but one of those
broadcasts was about to change Peterson’s
life forever. In 1949, world-renowned jazz
impresario Norman Granz heard one of these

live broadcasts while in a taxi on his way to
the airport. After learning from the cabbie
that this was a live performance downtown,
he asked to be driven there to hear the
young pianist in person. At their meeting,
Granz extended an invitation to Peterson to
travel to New York and be a surprise guest at
one of the famed Jazz at the Philharmonic
concerts at Carnegie Hall. Peterson accepted,
and soon found himself on the Carnegie Hall
stage making his US debut in a duo setting
with bassist Ray Brown, marking the start of
a musical partnership and friendship that
would last more than five decades. In 1950,
Peterson joined JATP as a full-time member,
which saw him touring the world with the
likes of Benny Carter, Buddy Rich, Herb Ellis,
Roy Eldridge, Harry “Sweets” Edison, Clark
Terry, Illinois Jacquet, Barney Kessel, Lester
Young, Lionel Hampton, Dizzy Gillespie, Ella
Fitzgerald, and so many more.
While following a touring schedule that kept
him on the road for over 300 days a year,
Peterson worked to devote as much time as
he could to composition. With some of his
most noted works being 1964’s Canadiana
Suite and his three-part suite titled A Salute
to Bach, his compositional work earned him
global recognition. He began to compose
works for various film projects including
1978’s The Silent Partner starring Elliott
Gould and Christopher Plummer, Norman
McLaren’s Begone Dull Care. Fields of Endless
Day, another film with Peterson’s music, is a
1978 production by the National Film Board
of Canada that tells the story of U.S. slaves
using the Underground Railroad to escape to
Canada.
Peterson realized that his success gave
him a voice, and he took very seriously the
responsibility to use his voice for good. From
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an early age, he spoke often of his love for
his homeland of Canada, and also of the
responsibility he felt his nation had to set an
example for the rest of the world, especially
during times of civil upheaval. He spoke of
the racism he experienced while traveling in
certain parts of the United States during the
peak of the Civil Rights Movement, but what
he found truly unacceptable was coming
home to Canada - a nation that he felt was held
in very high regard globally - and seeing that
many of the same instances were happening
here. In 1962, Peterson composed Hymn To
Freedom, while in the studio recording one of
his most popular albums, Night Train. Lyricist
Harriette Hamilton penned lyrics to the song
the following year, beautifully embodying the
message of freedom that Peterson wanted his
music to convey. It wasn’t long before Hymn
To Freedom was adopted as an unofficial
anthem of the Civil Rights Movement.
Peterson famously spoke of his inspiration for
the song, which came largely from the work
of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
Peterson’s efforts as a Humanitarian and his
firm belief that every individual be seen as
equal were widely recognized and in 1984 he
was appointed a Companion to the Order of
Canada - his nation’s highest civilian honour after having previously been made an Officer
of the Order in 1972. Not one to boast about
his own successes, Peterson was humbled by
this honour, and proudly acknowledged it as
he continued to travel the world to perform
for the rest of his life. Peterson, an 8x GRAMMY
Award-winner, continued to compose music
and travel the world with his Quartet until his
passing in 2007. His legacy lives on through
his music, and through the generations that
have been inspired by his work and carry his
message forward.

Biography
(Short Version)
OSCAR EMMANUEL PETERSON, CC CQ
OOnt., is one of the most prolific jazz pianists
of all time. Born on August 15th, 1925 in
Montréal’s Little Burgundy, music was a
part of Peterson’s life from the beginning. It
wasn’t long before the fire and passion we
witness when watching and listening to his
performances would show itself in Peterson’s
lessons with acclaimed Hungarian classical
pianist Paul deMarky. In 1949 after leaving
high school and working full time with his
own trio, world-renowned jazz impresario
Norman Granz heard a live broadcast of one
of Peterson’s performances and invited him
to be a guest at one of the famed Jazz at
the Philharmonic concerts at Carnegie Hall.
Peterson accepted, and soon found himself
making his US debut in a duo setting with
bassist Ray Brown. In 1950, Peterson joined
JATP as a full-time member, which saw him
touring the world with the likes of Benny
Carter, Buddy Rich, Herb Ellis, Roy Eldridge,
Harry “Sweets” Edison, Clark Terry, Illinois
Jacquet, Barney Kessel, Lester Young, Lionel
Hampton, Dizzy Gillespie, Ella Fitzgerald,
and so many more.
Over the course of his six-decade career,
Peterson (an 8x GRAMMY Award winner)
received global recognition both for his
dedication to music and the arts, and for
his work as a humanitarian. He spoke of the
racism he experienced while traveling in
certain parts of the United States during the
peak of the Civil Rights Movement, but what
he found truly unacceptable was coming
home to Canada - a nation that he felt was held
in very high regard globally - and seeing that

many of the same instances were happening
here. In 1962, Peterson composed Hymn To
Freedom, while in the studio recording one of
his most popular albums, Night Train. Lyricist
Harriette Hamilton penned lyrics to the song
the following year, beautifully embodying the
message of freedom that Peterson wanted his
music to convey. It wasn’t long before Hymn
To Freedom was adopted as an unofficial
anthem of the Civil Rights Movement.
Peterson famously spoke of his inspiration for
the song, which came largely from the work
of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Peterson’s efforts
as a Humanitarian and his firm belief that
every individual be seen as equal were widely
recognized and in 1984 he was appointed
a Companion to the Order of Canada - his
nation’s highest civilian honour - after having
previously been made an Officer of the Order
in 1972.
He continued to compose music and travel
the world with his Quartet until his passing in
2007. His legacy lives on through his music,
and through the generations that have been
inspired by his work and carry his message
forward.
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